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A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM YOUR EDITOR AND FOUNDER OF "SASS",

At this time we number over 85 members, and the results from the recent poll taken of
the membership show that the majority of our members voted in favor of SASS remaining
as it is, instead of the proposed merger with the Helvetia Society of New Jersey . A
few of our fellow collectors suggested that the name of the society be changed to some
other, such as the International Swiss Philatelic Society, eta. This is a matter of
discussion for the membership to think about, and if enough interest shows, something
will be done in that direction . But for the moment we have more important matters to
take care of.

The first matter of business is the election of officers for the society . So, now, I
ask for nominations, which I'd like to see come from all across the country, so that
:all sections are equally represented . Let's hear from you on this.
L

I mentioned in the last bulletin that we would try to put out a monthly paper . Many
of you are sending in good material to publish and I'd like to get it all before the

membership. To put out the bulletin, including postage, is an expense, so I thought,
in order to put out the bulletin monthly, we solicit ads, and put them on the back
cover . I have had offers of a few ads already, so if any of you feel this is the thing
to do, I would appreciate it if all of the members would try to solicit ads . On the

back cover, size 8½X11, we could put 16 ads, size 114, at $1.50 each. Let's hear your
comments on this idea.

REGARDING THE PRO	 JUVENTUTE ARTICLE WRITTEN BY JOHN BARRETT OF NEW ORLEANS : John
points out that the first paragraph of the article, not written by him, 1; 7:7 error. I

took the liberty of added this paragraph as an introduction to his article . It was
taken from the article,''Marian Carne Zinsmeister's", SWITZERLAND, 1850-1958, Semi

Postals. John points out that in the years of 1940, 1946, 1957, and 1963, the first
day of issue was on Nov. 30th, because of the first falling on Sunday. The article
said that for some unexplained reason in 1946 when the 1st fell on Sunday, which it
shad done in other years , the first day issue was advanced one day . Sorry for the

misinformation, John .

OUR MEMBERS' RAMBLINGS

Bob Westermark of San Francisco is anxious to form a West Coast chapter and is going
all out advertising and recruiting for new members, and looking for fellow collectors
to get together to form a chapter. How about you California Philatelists, get in touch
with Bob.

John Barrett, of New Orleans has had the good fortune to go on a business trip to
Switzerland and he is mixing business with pleasure and Philately . He will have taken
in Interlaken, Luzern, and Montreux, making contacts with Swiss collectors to attend
meetings and a bourse or two . His plans include a tour of the PTT at Bern and the
Courvosier plant at La Chaux du-Fonds . And, finally, the Philympia in London, and on to
home. He promises interesting material for our bulletin.

Dam Gabathuler from Bettendorf, Iowa, reports that he has organized a group of
Liechtenstein stamp collectors, known as the Liechtensteiners, and I've just received
word from Dan, in Liechtenstein, and he says that the government officials there give
his organization full endorsement. Good luck and best wishes: for a most successful

society. I have offered him the services of SASS in that we could give his . group a page

in the Helvetia Herald.

Harlan Stone, of the Helvetia Society of New Jersey, reports that his society is one
of several clubs sponsoring this year's NOJEX, to be held Nov. 13-15, at the Cranford,

N . J . Motor Lodge, adjacent to the traffic circle just East of Exit 136 on the Garden
State Parkway. Two Swiss stamp films will be shown on Sat. Nov. 14th, 2 P . M .
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STAMP NEWS OF INTEREST TO ALL

The following new issues were put out by the PTT, Philatelic Office of Switzerland on
September 17th and are presently on sale through the PTT, or from our society.

Four commemorative stamps were issued as follows;
10c, 75th anniversary of founding of the Swiss Football
Association, designed by Bernard Schorderet, showing a
player in action.
20o, Swiss Federal Census, designed by Heinz Burgin,
depicts census form to be used 1 December 1970
30c, the Piz Palu in the Engadine (Grisons) as seen from
the Diavolezza is shown in the design by Alex W.Diggelmann
50c, Nature Conservation Year, designed by Jurg Mauerhofe
shows 12 stars representing the Council of Europe States.

On the same date three (3) definitives for use in automat

machines ; 10o, 20c, 50o, new designs by Armin Hofmann . Al

commemoratives rotogravure by Courvoisier; definitives

mono-coIor line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Printing

Office, Berne.

These stamps have been on sale since September 17th, and
will continue to be on sale as long as the stock lasts,

but no later than February 27th, 1971.

????? DOES SWITZERLAND 	 REAP A HARVEST FROM SEMI-POSTALS ?????

Ernest a Kehr of the Stamp News Bureau, New York, assures us . that Switzerland does
not receive a centime from their sale of semi-postals.

Switzerland initiated semi-postal sales at Christmas time back in 1913 with its lei

"Pro Juventute" stamp . The fact is, however, that this ingenious method of soliciting
support for child-caring institutions was introduced as a matter of efficiency and
economy.

By adding a surtax to Christmas Season stamps, it made unnecessary the hiring of
personnel to solicit contributions and obviated public subjection to pressure or
shame such as one experiences during fund drives here.

Further, a complete accounting and announcement of the money received is possible
when the surtax receipts are turned over to the National Foundations for which it was
intended . Fund raising, especially in the U. S . A., is big business . By using its few
semi-postals for fund raiding, Switzerland helps assure its citizens that there is no

overhead in the use of money contributed for the several of its national charities
conducted by foundations.

Finally, Mr . Kehr reports that just about 10% of Switzerland's semi-postals are
sold to collectors abroad ; the rest are sold to and used by citizens during the few
weeks of their sales at post offices.

1 00-TWENTY	 FIFTH TEAR-U. P. U.
The spate of issues from all over the world to commemorate the opening of the new

U. P. U . headquarters in Berne serves to remind us that in 1975 the U . P. U. will
commemorate its centenary . More collectors in Europe are forming topical collections

to this greatinternational
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can 	 still, on occasion, be found in old club approvals and- schoolboy collections of
the turn of the century . The re-engraved 25c is a rarity, but one may still find the '
other items at reasonable prices . These U . P . U. forerunners may be subject to greater
demand as the Centenary Year approaches.

We would Iike to welcome the following fellow Swiss collectors into 	 our society.
Regarding the membership roster, the last one put out, No . 3, including all of the
membership to that time of publication of the Helvetia Herald . These are added to No . ?
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POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

M. DR . FELIX GANZ

	

PART I

WANDERSTEMPEL: TEMPORARY, TRAVELING, OR EMERGENCY REPLACEMENT POSTMARKS

What is shown above in actual size, and what looks like oversize clothes for the few
letters each contains, are typical examples of one of Switzerland's most longevous types of
cancellations ; The Temporary, or Emergency Postmarks (hereafter called "eds") . Contrary to
frequently heard explanations, they are not railroad station cancellations, Figure 2.

Nor are they money order, value-declared, or cash-on-delivery cancellations, Figure 3
nor are they anything else except replacementcancellations, furnished
by one of the regional, postal administrations to any post office
whose regular circular date strike (ads) is in need of repairs or
recutting. The Swiss themselves call them "Wanderstempel" (migrating
cancelers), or "Notstempel" (emergency cancels) because the process
by and for which they are used, and reused, over and over.

There are eleven (11) postal districts in Switzerland as follows ; I : Geneve . II : Lausanne. Ill:
Bern. IV: Neuchatel . V: Basel . VI : Aargau. VII: Luzern . VIII : Zurich . IX : St . Gallen . X : Chur.

XI : Bellinzone, and each is responsible for all post offices and all their needs, within its
boundaries, while district XII comprises the General Directorate in Bern and all its branches,
such as printing division, field post office hq ., railway post division, telegraph and
telephone directions, etc, . Each of these district headquarters keeps on hand, for use in an
emergency, a number of empty metal frames that include a date reel consisting of day, month
in Roman numerals, and year (abbreviated to the last two digits), and above it a blank space,
one line wide and about fifteen (I5) letter spaces long, into which may be inserted, as the
occasion may demand, any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation signs to spell out,
in full or in a shortened but unmistakable manner, the name of any post office requiring a
replacement canceler.

Whenever a post office's regular cds. becomes disabled, overly damaged, or outmoded,
the postmaster calls the district hq ., which then assembles into one of these emptyrectangular
frames the respective P . 0 .'s name, braces the letters and adjusts them more or less evenly,
and then rushes out the eds . to the respective P . O . with the next mail dispatch . By return
mail, the postmaster sends in his damaged ode . and uses the large (and quite cumbersome) ode.
until the repaired (or sometimes replacement) ads . arrives . At that time he mails back the eds,
which then is dismantled again at the district hq . and deactivated until the next emergency
in some other P. O . arises . Then it is furnished with another town's name, sent out, returned,
dismantled, etc . Hence the name "migrating cancellation".

All district hq . possess a certain number of these empty, rectangular frames, and some
of them may have been in more or leas continual, though always different, use for almost 80
years, now. Earliest eds . are known of the late 1880s, and their appearance hardly differs
from that of today . The lettering used is simple block alphabet, almost exclusively caps . A
t tain disregard for diacritical marks, or a loose usage of same, may be noted quite
frequently, inasmuch as "Umlaut" marks of A, 0, or U are sometimes represented by a circumflex
figure 4, or represented by a diphtong mark AE, Figure 5/6; and French language tremas, aigus,
or graves are often equally disregarded . The slot has room for only about I5 letters,
altogether, -often rendering a town's name in rather abridged form, Figure 7-8-9, especially

where hyphenated or otherwise long town names are involved ; and sometimes, since hurry seems
to be the motto for such assembling, spelling errors crop up . Thus the writer owns a
RAMISMUHLE (instead of RAMISMUHLE) of I956, Figure I0, and Zumstein reported, in his Berner
Briefmarkenzeitung	 of 2/I969, a SCHEIZERHALLE instead of SCHWEIZERHALLE . Other errors may
exist, and their reporting will be very much appreciated .



SWISS CANCELLATIONS AND MUMScontinued

Most town names are centered into the rectangular frame; but exceptions exist where the
town name is pushed to the left side, Figure II, pushed half to the loft and half to the
right, Figure I2, or "decorated" with some kind of gripper mark, Figure I3 . And finally, there
are instances where the lower line of the empty frame's shell shows in part or completely
between the town name and the date, Figure I4.

Legibility is not always good-- in part because these large cancelers are difficult to
apply, but in part, too, because the surface of the lettering is not evenly assembled . Thus

missing letters, or partly illegible letters are quite common . Some districts abbreviate
branch office numbers in Roman numerals, Figure I5, and others represent them with Arabic
numerals, Figure I6 . If names of Cantons are included, they are almost always abbreviated,
for lack of room, Figure 17.

Editions PEN, the author of several excellent catalogs of Swiss cancellation types
(automobile P . Os ., special P . O . marks, commemorative cancellations), has attempted not only
to list all eds . known (this work will be in progress for some time ; more about that later),
but to find out how many different size rectangular frames do exist ; and then one might, some
day, trace each eds . from town to town, through decades and decades . So far, he has cone up
with this preliminary list of sizes (measured high by long, from outside to outside of frame)
in millimeters ; 19½x48½ and 49½; 20x49, 49½ and 52 ; 20½x49½; 21x51, 51½, 52, and 52½; 21½x43, ,

44, 48½, 49, 50½, 51, 52, 52½; 22x49½, 5I, and 52½; 22½x48, 49, 50, 50½, 51; 23x43; 23½x49½, 50½,
and 51½; 24x47 ; and 25x44 and 48½ . Quite a variety indeed, and there may be more ; andwhich

town gets which size, is completely unpredictable . If a town, over the years, has several
eds . in use, the$ are more likely than not of different size and letter arrangement, Figure I8.

WANDERSTEMPEL CONTINUED NEXT ISSUE.
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